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QUESTION 1

Multiple departments In your company use a shared Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) tenancy to Implement their
projects. You are in charge of managing the cost of OCI resources in the tenancy and need to obtain better Insights Into
department\\'s usage. Which three options can you implement together to accomplish this? 

A. Create a budget that matches your commitment amount and an alert at 100 percent of the forecast 

B. Set up a consolidated budget tracking lags to analyze costs in ,1 granular manner 

C. Set up different compartments for each department then track and analyze cost per compartment 

D. Use the billing cost tracking report to analyze costs 

E. Set up a tag default that automatically applies tags to all specified resources created In a compartment then use
these tags for cost analysis. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A cloud consultant is working on a implementation project on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). As part of the
compliance requirements, the objects placed in OCI Object Storage should be automatically archived first and then
deleted. He is testing a lifecycle policy on Object Storage and created a policy as below: 
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What will happen after this policy is applied? 

A. All the objects having file extension "doc" will be archived for 5 days and will be deleted 10 days after object creation. 

B. All objects with names starting with "doc" will be deleted after 5 days of object creation. 

C. All the objects having file extension "doc" will be archived 5 days after object creation. 

D. All the objects with names starting with "doc" will be archived 5 days after object creation and will be deleted 5 days
after archival. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

You are working on the migration of the web application infrastructure of your company from on- premises 

to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. You need to ensure that the DNS cache entries of external clients will not 

direct them to the on-premises infrastructure after switching to the new infrastructure. 

Which of the following options will minimize this problem? 

A. Reduce the TTL of the DNS records after the switch. 

B. DNS changes propagate fast enough that it is not necessary to take any action. 

C. Increase the TTL of the DNS records before the switch. 

D. Increase the TTL of the DNS records after the switch. 

E. Reduce the TTL of the DNS records before the switch. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 4

You work for a retail company and they developed a Microservices based shopping application that needs to access
Oracle Autonomous Database from the application. As an Architect, you have been tasked to treat all of the application
components as Kubernetes native objects, such as the microservices, Oracle Autonomous database, Kubernetes
services, etc. What should you do to make sure that you can use Kubernetes constructs to manage the life cycle of the
application components, including Oracle Autonomous Database? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Create an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Service Gateway and connect to the Oracle Autonomous Database
using the private IP address from the microservice. 
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B. Provision an Oracle Autonomous Database and then use OCI Service Broker to access the database as a native
component to your Kubernetes cluster. 

C. Create a service from the Kubernetes cluster and point to the Oracle Autonomous Database using its FQDN. 

D. Install and secure the OCI Service Broker for Kubernetes. Then provision and bind to the required Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure services. 

Correct Answer: D 

OCI Service Broker for Kubernetes is an implementation of the Open Service Broker API. OCI Service Broker for
Kubernetes is specifically for interacting with Oracle Cloud Infrastructure services from Kubernetes clusters. It includes
three service broker adapters to bind to the following Oracle Cloud Infrastructure services: Object Storage Autonomous
Transaction Processing Autonomous Data Warehouse 

 

QUESTION 5

Your organization is planning on using Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) File Storage Service (FSS). You will be
deploying multiple compute instance in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure(OCI) and mounting the file system to these compute
instances. The file system will hold payment data processed by a Database instance and utilized by compute instances
to create a overall inventory report. You need to restrict access to this data for specific compute instances and must be
allowed/blocked per compute instance\\'s CIDR block. Which option can you use to secure access? 

A. Create a new VCN security list, choose SOURCE TYPE as Service and SOURCE SERVICE as FSS. Add stateless
ingress and egress rules for specific IP address and CIDR blocks. 

B. Use \\'Export option\\' feature of FSS to restrict access to the mounted file systems. 

C. Create and configure OCI Web Application Firewall service with built in DNS based intelligent routing. 

D. Use stateless Security List rule to restrict access from known IP addresses only. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

An Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Public Load Balancer\\'s SSL certificate is expiring soon. You noticed 

the Load Balancer is configured with SSL Termination only. When the certificate expires, data traffic can 

be interrupted and security compromised. 

What steps do you need to take to prevent this situation? 

A. Add the new SSL certificate to the Load Balancer, update backend servers to work with a new certificate and edit
listeners so they can use the new certificate bundle. 

B. Add the new SSL certificate to the Load Balancer, update listeners and backend sets so they can use the new
certificate bundle. 

C. Add the new SSL certificate to the Load Balancer and implement end to end SSL so it can encrypt the traffic from
clients all the way to the backend servers. 
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D. Add the new SSL certificate to the Load Balancer and update backend servers to use the new certificate bundle. 

E. Add the new SSL certificate to the Load Balancer and update listeners to use the new certificate bundle. 

Correct Answer: A 

https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Balance/Tasks/managingcertificates.htm 

 

QUESTION 7

You are tasked with backing up your data using Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Block Volume service. When you are
finalizing your block volume backup schedule, which of the following two are valid considerations for your backup plan?
(Choose Two) 

A. Number of stored backups: How many backups you need to keep available and the deletion schedule for those you
no longer need. 

B. Governance: Tagging of backups so you can capture backup related API calls through the Audit service. 

C. Frequency: How often you want to back up your data. 

D. Location: Determine the Object Store Bucket where the backups will be stored. 

E. Encryption: Whether to use your own key to encrypt your volume backups. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 8

As a part of migration exercise for an existing on premises application to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure 

(OCT), yon ore required to transfer a 7 TB file to OCI Object Storage. You have decided to upload 

functionality of Object Storage. 

Which two statements are true? 

A. Active multipart upload can be checked by listing all parts that have been uploaded, however It Is not possible to list
information for individual object part in an active multipart upload 

B. It is possible to spill this fileInto multiple parts using the APIs provided by Object Storage. 

C. It is possible to split this file into multiple parts using rclone tool provided by Object Storage. 

D. After initiating a multipart upload by making a CreateMultlPartUpload RESI API Call, the upload remains active until
you explicitly commit it or abort. 

E. Contiguous numbers need to be assigned for each part so that Object Storage constructs the object by ordering, part
numbers in ascending order 

Correct Answer: AD 

You can check on an active multipart upload by listing all parts that have been uploaded. (You cannot list information for
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an individual object part in an active multipart upload.) After you finish creating object parts, initiate a multipart upload by
making a CreateMultipartUpload REST API call. Provide the object name and any object metadata. Object Storage
responds with a unique upload ID that you must include in any requests related to this multipart upload. Object Storage
also marks the upload as active. The upload remains active until you explicitly commit it or abort it. 

 

QUESTION 9

As an administrator you want to give users of ObjectWriters group full access to bucket Bucket-A and its objects in
compartment comp-images. You want users of ObjectWriters to not be able to access or modify properties of any other
buckets and its objects in the compartment comp-images. Select the statement(s) below that will best define your IAM
policies. 

A. Allow group ObjectWriters to mange buckets in compartment comp- images Allow group ObjectWriters to manage
objects in compartment comp-images where target.bucket.name= \\'Eucket-A\\' 

B. Allow group ObjectWriters to manage buckets in compartment comp-images where target.bucket.name=\\' Bucket-
A\\' 

C. Allow group ObjectWriters to inspect buckets in compartment comp-images Allow group ObjectWriters to read
buckets in compartment comp-images where target.bucket.name=\\' Bucket-A" Allow group ObjectWriters to manage
objects in compartment comp-images where target.bucket.name=\\' Bucket-A\\' 

D. Allow group ObjectWritexs to read buckets in compartmentcomp-images Allow group ObjectWriters to manage
objects in compartment comp- images where target.bucket.name= \\'Bucket-A\\' 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Many development engineers are deploying new instances as part of their projects in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure
tenancy, but majority of these instances have not been tagged. You as an administrator of this tenancy want to enforce
tagging to identify owners who are launching these instances. Which option below should be used to implement this
requirement? 

A. Create a predefined tag with tag variables to automatically tag a resource with usemame. 

B. Create a default tag for each compartment which ensure appropriate tags are allowed at resource creation. 

C. Create tag variables for each compartment to automatically tag a resource with user name. 

D. Create an IAM policy to automatically tag a resource with the usemame. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

A company has an urgent requirement to migrate 300 TB of data to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) In two weeks.
Their data center has been recently struck by a massive hurricane and the building has been badly damaged, although
still operational. They have a 100 Mbps Internet line but the connection is Intermittent due to the damages caused to the
electrical grid in this scenario, what is the most effective service to use to migrate the data to OCI given the time
constraints? 
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A. Setup a OCI Storage Gateway to connect your data center and your VCN. Once the connection has been
established, upload all data to OCI using OCI Storage Gateway Cloud Sync tool. 

B. Setup a hybrid network by launching aIGbpsFastConnect virtual circuit between your data center and OCI. Use OCI
Object storage multipart upload tool to automate the migration of your data to OCI. 

C. Use multiple OCI Data Transfer Appliances to transfer data to OCI. 

D. Upload the data to OCI using OCI Object Storage multipart upload tool. 

E. Storage Gateway to connect your data center and your VCN. Once the connection has been established, upload all
data to OCI. 

Correct Answer: C 

Due to the network speed is not good enough and the connection is Intermittent due to the damages caused to the
electrical grid Oracle offers offline data transfer solutions that let you migrate data to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. You
have 2 Options of Data Transfer DISK-BASED DATA TRANSFER You send your data as files on encrypted commodity
disk to an Oracle transfer site. Operators at the Oracle transfer site upload the files into your designated Object Storage
bucket in your tenancy. APPLIANCE-BASED DATA TRANSFER you send your data as files on secure, high-capacity,
Oracle-supplied storage appliances to an Oracle transfer site. Operators at the Oracle transfer site upload the data into
your designated Object Storage bucket in your tenancy. 

 

QUESTION 12

As part of planning the network design on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure, you have been asked to create an Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure Virtual Cloud Network (VCN) with 3 subnets, one in each Availability Domain. Each subnet needs to have
a minimum of 64 usable IP addresses. What is the smallest subnet and VCN size you should use to implement this
design? The requirements are static, so no growth is expected. 

A. 122 for the VCN; 124 for the subnets 

B. /23 for the VCN; /25 for the subnets 

C. /24 for the VCN; /24 for the subnets 

D. /22 for the VCN; /25 for the subnets 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

Given this compartment structure: 
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You are managing a compute instance that currently resides in the Compute compartment. The Virtual Cloud Network
(VCN) into which the compute instance was originally deployed, also resides in this compartment. To support a project-
related task, you need to move just the compute instance to the SysTest-Team compartment. You log into your Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) account and use the Move Resource option to place the compute instance in the new
compartment. What will be the result of your attempt to move the compute instance to the new compartment? (Choose
the best answer.) 

A. The move will be successful. The compute instance\\'s public and private IP addresses will stay the same. The
compute instance will remain associated with the VCN from the source compartment. 

B. The move will fail and you will be prompted to move the VCN first. Once VCN is moved to the target compartment,
the compute instance can be moved. 

C. After moving the compute instance, you must move the compute instance VNIC as a separate action. The public and
private IP addresses of the instance will remain unchanged and it will still be associated with the VCN from the source
compartment. 

D. The move will be successful. However, the compute instance\\'s public and private IP addresses will change, and it
will be associated to the first VCN that was created in the new, target compartment. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

You are responsible for migrating your on premises legacy databases on 11.2.0.4 version to Autonomous Transaction
Processing Dedicated (ATP-D) In Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI). As a solution architect, you need to plan your
migration approach. Which two options do you need to implement together to migrate your on premises databases to
OCI? 

A. Use Oracle Data Guard to keep on premises database always active during migration 

B. Retain changes to Oracle shipped privileges, stored procedures or views In the on-premises databases. 
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C. Use Oracle GoldenGate replication to keep on premises database online during migration. 

D. Convert on-premises databases to PDB, upgrade to 19c, and encrypt Migration. 

E. Retain all legacy structures and unsupported features (e.g. taw U>Bs) In the onuses databases for migration. 

Correct Answer: CD 

Autonomous Database is an Oracle Managed and Secure environment. A physical database can\\'t simply be migrated
to autonomous because: 

-Database must be converted to PDB, upgraded to 19c, and encrypted 

-Any changes to Oracle shipped privileges, stored procedures or views must be removed 

-All legacy structures and unsupported features must be removed (e.g. legacy LOBs) GoldenGate replication can be
used to keep database online during migration 

 

QUESTION 15

A manufacturing company is planning to migrate their on-premises database to OCI and has hired you for 

the migration. Customer has provided following information regarding their existing onpremises database: 

Database version, host operating system and version, database character set, storage for data staging, 

acceptable length of system outage. 

What additional information do you need from customer in order to recommend a suitable migration 

method? Choose two 

A. Elapsed time since database was last patched 

B. On-premises host operating system and version 

C. Number of active connections 

D. Data types used in the on-premises database 

E. Top 5 longest running queries 

Correct Answer: BD 

Not all migration methods apply to all migration scenarios. Many of the migration methods apply only if specific
characteristics of the source and destination databases match or are compatible. Moreover, additional factors can affect
which method you choose for your migration from among the methods that are technically applicable to your migration
scenario. Some of the characteristics and factors to consider when choosing a migration method are: On-premises
database version Database service database version On-premises host operating system and version On-premises
database character set Quantity of data, including indexes Data types used in the on-premises database Storage for
data staging Acceptable length of system outage Network bandwidth 
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